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Abstract.
One key aspect of software development is feedback from users. This
community is not always aware of the modifications made in the code base, neither they
use the tools and practices followed by the developers to deal with a non-stable software
in continuous evolution. The open-source Python package for gamma-ray astronomy
Gammapy, provides its user community with versioned computing environments and
executable documentation, in the form of Jupyter notebooks and virtual environment
technologies that are versioned coupled with the code base. We find that this set-up
greatly improves the user experience for a software in prototyping phase, as well as
provides a good workflow to maintain an up-to-date documentation.

1. The Gammapy package
Gammapy1 (Deil et al. 2017) is a community-developed, open-source Python package for high-level γ-ray data analysis, built on Numpy (Oliphant 2006) and Astropy
(Greenfield et al. 2013). It provides functionalities to create sky images, spectra, light
curves and source catalogs from event lists and instrument response information, determining the position, morphology and flux of γ-ray sources. Gammapy is a prototype
for the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) science tools. It has been used to simulate
and analyze data for the CTA, as well as for the main IACT (Imaging Air Cherenkov
Telescopes) facilities like H.E.S.S., MAGIC, VERITAS, and the Fermi-LAT telescope.
2. The user role for in-development software
The Gammapy package is a software in evolution, rapidly changing, where many developments are ongoing. As such, it is a place for γ-ray astronomers to share their
code and contribute. So far, developer coding sprints have been scheduled to happen
with the same regularity of user hands-on sessions held in CTA consortium meetings.
A small collection of tutorials, in the form of Jupyter notebooks (Kluyver et al. 2016),
was originally provided for learning purposes as a complement to the web published
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documentation. The documentation and notebooks had to be updated frequently and
separately. With the rise in the contributor and user base, as well as in the development
activity, it emerged the need to have the notebooks integrated in the documentation,
and versioned coupled with the code base. Users should easily bring to life the different versions of the published tutorials, so they could be able reproduce and re-use them
for their own goals.
3. Integrating versioned and executable user documentation
A graphic description of the technical set-up may be found in Figure 1. The source
files for the documentation, the Jupyter notebooks, and the code base are maintained in
a single GitHub repository2 . The code base and notebooks are continuously built and
tested in different environments using the continuous integration service Travis CI.
The notebooks are stored stripped of their output cells, which greatly helps in identifying differences in the contribution review. We have implemented our own solution
for execution validation of the notebooks: these are executed with jupyter nbconvert,
the output cells parsed and, in case an error is found in one of the output cells, validation fails. Code formatting of their input cells is also done parsing their content with
the help of the Black package.
During the documentation building process, the stripped notebooks are executed,
so to refill their output cells, and later merged into the documentation with Sphinx and
the nbsphinx extension. It is possible to skip the notebooks integration, since the execution step may be quite time consuming. In this sense, only fast simple notebooks are
chosen to be part of the tutorials. The resulting web published tutorials3 provide links
to versioned playground spaces in myBinder (Project Jupyter et al. 2018), where they
may be executed on-line in virtual environments hosted in the myBinder infrastructure.
These environments are built with the help of a Dockerfile placed at the top level of the
Github repository.
The user may retrieve specific tutorial bundles using the gammapy download
command. One tutorial bundle is composed of a conda file environment, Jupyter notebooks, and the datasets needed to reproduce them. For each of these bundles we specify,
in centralized index lookup files, the required computing environment, which tutorials
and datasets to provide, and where to fetch them from. Deterministic computing environments are defined in the form of conda configuration files, with pinned version
numbers for each dependency package.
4. Command line tools and functionalities
We have developed a set of tools for users to download the tutorial bundles, and for
documentation maintainers to prepare and validate them. The gammapy download
command shown in Figure 2, provides users with the means to retrieve a tutorial bundle
or any tutorial-related asset (i.e. dataset or Jupyter notebook) for a specific version of
the Gammapy package, so they can activate and use it at their will.
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On the other side, the gammapy jupyter command provides documentation maintainers with a tool to seamlessly manage and integrate Jupyter notebooks into the documentation. This command provides functionalities for execution validation, code formatting, output cells stripping and straightforward execution of the notebooks.

Figure 1.
Technical set-up for building and shipping tutorial bundles. The maintainers build the documentation from stripped Jupyter notebooks using Sphinx. The
resulting published tutorials provide links to access myBinder playground spaces,
where the notebooks may be executed on-line. They may be also downloaded to the
user desktop, together with the conda virtual environment and the datasets needed.

Figure 2. Users may retrieve versioned tutorial bundles, or specific related digital
assets like notebooks and datasets, using the gammapy download command.
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5. Conclusions
We have presented a novel set-up to publish and distribute executable documentation
version coupled with the code base of the Gammapy package. These tutorial bundles are composed of a conda virtual environment, Jupyter notebooks, and the datasets
needed to reproduce them. The web published tutorials may be also executed on-line
for learning purposes in myBinder playground spaces. We find that this set-up greatly
improves the user experience for a software in prototyping phase, where maintenance
and delivery of the tutorial bundles are done with on purpose command line tools.
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